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Abstract

Removal of interference noise from noisy speech signal has been an area of
interest for many years. Most of the work done in this area mainly
concentrates on enhancement of spectral amplitude. This paper presents a
method for removal of interference noise by modifying the phase spectrum in
conjunction with enhancement of spectral amplitude. The method of speech
enhancement using Non-negative Matrix Factorization (NMF) with phase
spectrum compensation is presented. Also interference noise cancellation
using Adaptive noise cancellation (ANC) followed by phase spectrum
compensation is presented. These methods are compared with the standard
NMF and ANC methods for noise removal. The performances of the methods
are compared using various objective measures like SNR, PESQ, Cepstral
Distance, etc. The analysis shows the improvement in performance by using
phase spectrum compensation along with standard methods of speech
enhancement when compared with methods without phase spectrum
compensation.
Index Terms- Speech enhancement, ANC, Non-Negative Matrix
Factorization (NMF), Phase spectrum compensation (PSC), Signal to Noise
Ratio, Perceptual Evaluation of Speech Quality (PESQ), Cepstral Distance.
Introduction
Speech enhancement constitutes of removal of interfering background noise from a
noisy speech. The background noises are generally additive in nature. The use of
speech processing system is very common in hands free telecommunication, speech
recognition system, hearing aid, etc.. These systems get affected by background
interfering noise and hence, noise removal is required for improving the effectiveness
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of these speech processing systems by improving the intelligibility and quality of
speech [1]. In literature many methods have been proposed for background noise
removal. These include spectral subtraction [2], minimum mean square error (MMSE)
spectral amplitude estimation [3], wiener filtering [4], etc. In this paper we propose
the method of speech enhancement using NMF with Phase spectrum compensation.
Another method of noise reduction using ANC followed by phase spectrum
compensation is presented.
The remaining paper is organized as follows: In section II the review of speech
de-noising using ANC is presented. The adaptive algorithms used in ANC for noise
cancelling is also briefly discussed here. NMF method for speech enhancement is
discussed briefly in section III. In section IV method of speech de-noising using NMF
and ANC with phase compensation is presented. Section V presents the results
obtained using the methods described. Finally section VI concludes the study.
Speech Enhancement using ANC
The basic configuration of a noise cancelling system is shown in Fig.1 [5] [6]. It
requires use of two signal inputs. The first input also known as the primary input is
the degraded speech signal, s + n . The secondary input, n1, is basically a noise
which is in some way correlated to the noise present in the primary input. This is
passed through the adaptive filter to generate an estimate of the noise in primary
input. This estimated noise is then subtracted from the primary input, which results in
an error signal, e, which is an estimate of the clean speech signal. The error signal, e,
is used in some form as the objective function which is minimized to adjust the
coefficients of the adaptive filter.

Fig. 1: Adaptive Noise Cancellation configuration
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The adaptive algorithms used in this work are Least Mean Square (LMS),
Normalized Least Mean Square (NLMS), and Recursive Least Square (RLS)
algorithms [7] [8].
Speech Enhancement using Non-Negative Matrix Factorization (NMF)
NMF method decomposes a non-negative matrix, V ∈ R × , into two matrices W and
H such that the elements of the two matrices are non-negative [9].
V ≈ W. H
(11)
where W = R × and H = R × and normally K ≤ min (F, T). The columns of V
correspond to the data vector. The columns in W capture the prominent pattern of data
and are known as basis vectors. The rows of H represent the gain of the corresponding
basis vector. The factorization is done by iterative minimization of the KL divergence
cost function [10].
The W and H matrix are updated using the multiplicative update equation [11] as
follows:
W←W⊗
H← H⊗

(

).

.

.
.
.

(12)
(13)

The speech enhancement comprises of two stages: training and de-noising. In
training stage, the SBVs of speech and noise are determined. This can be done by
performing NMF on clean speech and noise separately. The KL divergence between
the magnitude spectra, |Vspeech| and |Vnoise|, and their corresponding factored
matrices, Wspeech.Hspeech and Wnoise.Hnoise, is minimized using the learning rule as
described above. In de-noising stage Wspeech and Wnoise are kept fixed and are
concatenated to form a single set of SBVs and is termed as Wmix. NMF is performed
on the magnitude spectrum of noisy speech signal (|Vmix|), updating only activation
matrix Hmix. The magnitude spectrum of de-noised speech is reconstructed as
|Vspeech|≈ Wspeech.Hspeech where Hspeech is the rows of Hmix corresponding to the
activation coefficients of Wspeech. Finally the spectrogram is recovered using phase of
original noisy speech and de-noised speech signal is transformed into time domain.
Speech enhancement using NMF with Phase spectrum compensation
The phase spectrum compensation for speech enhancement was first proposed in [12].
The short time Fourier Transform (STFT) of noisy speech x(n) is given by
X(n, k) = |X(n, k)|e ∠ ( , )
(14)
The STFT phase spectrum is modified such that there is large cancellation in noise
components during synthesis operation using inverse short time Fourier Transform
(ISTFT). Phase spectrum compensation function is calculated as
(n, k) = λψ(k) D(n, k)
(16)
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where λ is a empirically determined constant, ψ(k) is the anti-symmetry function and
D(n, k) is an estimate of magnitude spectrum of noise. The anti-symmetry function
is given by,
1, if 0 < < /2
ψ(k) = −1, if 0 < < /2
(17)
0, otherwise
The phase spectrum compensation function is added to the noisy speech spectrum
as given
X (n, k) = X(n, k) + (n, k)
(18)
The enhanced speech spectrum is then estimated as
S(n, k) = |X (n, k)|e ∠ ( , )

(20)

where |X (n, k)| is the clean speech magnitude spectrum estimated using NMF. s(n)
is calculated using overlap add procedure with ISTFT.
Speech enhancement using ANC with PSC:
In this method, the noisy speech is first operated upon by ANC. The magnitude and
phase spectrum of the resultant speech is then calculated using STFT. The phase
spectrum is then modified using (18) and (19). This modified phase is then combined
with the magnitude spectrum to reconstruct the estimated speech using ISTFT and
overlap-add method.
Results:
Clean speech segments and noise signals, for the test purpose, are taken from
NOISEX-92 database. In this work, for ANC, adaptive filters of length 8 taps are
considered. In case of LMS algorithm the step size is taken as μ=0.4. In RLS
algorithm the forgetting factor is taken as λ=0.9. K=35, basis vectors are considered
while enhancing speech using NMF algorithm.
Table 1 shows the results thus obtained. It shows the improvement in SNR
obtained using all the methods. From the table it can be interpreted that SNR
improvement using phase spectrum compensation in conjunction with NMF and LMS
is better than with only NMF and LMS respectively. All the SNRs are in dB.
Fig.2. shows the PESQ score of the enhanced speech obtained after using the
different methods described. For different SNR of noisy speech, the PESQ score
obtained using RLS is highest as compared to other methods. PESQ score using NMF
and LMS with phase spectrum compensation is higher as compared to the PESQ score
obtained using only NMF and LMS respectively.
Fig. 3 shows the cepstral distance between the enhanced speech and clean speech.
It also shows better performance of methods using phase compensation.
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Fig. 2: Comparison of PESQ score of the enhanced speech using different
methods
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Fig. 3: Comparison of Cepstral distance between clean speech and enhanced
speech
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Table 1: SNR improvement using different methods

Noise Type Noisy Speech SNR LMS NLMS RLS NMF NMF-PSC LMS- PSC
Airport
-7
15.6 16 21.3 10.7
12.7
17.6
-3
12.2 13.06 16.5 8.5
10.5
18
0
9.4 10.7 13.35 9.6 10.6154
15.05
3
7.77 8.7 11.3 8.5
10.85
13.97
6
5.4 6.34 8.3 6.4
10.5
11.8
Babble
-7
16 16.55 21 10.43
11
18.4
-3
12.9 13 15.2 8.9
9.6
16
0
9.1 10.2 12.7 6.88
8
14.2
3
6.4 7.77 10 6.7
7.8
12
6
5.2
6
6.25 4.5
6.7
10.8
Train
-7
16.77 17.2 19.6 13.2
14
20.15
-3
13.66 13.8 16 12.37 13.5
19
0
10.2 11.3 12 9.8
11.4
17.6
3
7
9
10.6 8
12
15
6
7.3 7.4
7
8
12
14.5
Pink
-7
16.56 16.67 21.4 11.31
12
20.18
-3
5
12.7 17.3 9.28
10
17.34
0
9.85 9.9 14.4 8.3
9.36
15.3
3
6.6 7.4 11.2 7
8.4
13.8
6
6
5.4
8
5
7.8
11.35
White
-7
16.5 16.7 20.7 10
11.5
21
-3
12.2 12.8 16.77 7.8
8.7
16.4
0
9.5 9.7 13.8 7.7
8.5
15
3
5
7
10
5
8.5
12
6
3.47 4.2 7.2 4.7
6
11

Conclusion:
The performance of the speech enhancement methods have been analyzed for
different noise conditions. From the results shown it can be interpreted that RLS
performs better as compared to other algorithms when used in ANC for noise
cancellation. Its main disadvantage is its computational complexity. It can also be
concluded that NMF and LMS with phase spectrum compensation performs better
than simple NMF and LMS respectively in terms of all the parameters used for
analysis. Therefore it is seen that PSC improves the performance of the conventional
methods and results in better quality speech.
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